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ABSTRACT 

 
The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is the successor to the Hubble Space Telescope and will be NASA’s 
premier observatory of the next decade. Image-based wavefront sensing (phase retrieval) is the primary method for 
ground testing and on-orbit commissioning.  For ground tests at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and 
Johnson Space Center (JSC), near-real-time analysis is critical for ensuring that pass/fail criteria are met before 
completion of a specific test.  To address this need we have developed a computational architecture for image 
processing and phase retrieval.  Using commercially available off-the-shelf hardware and software, we have 
designed, implemented, and tested a solution for high-speed parallel computing.  The architecture is a hybrid 
solution utilizing both CPUs and GPUs and exploiting the unique advantages of each.  Discussions are presented of 
the architecture, performance, and current limitations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is the next-generation successor to the Hubble Space Telescope.  It is a 
large, space-based infrared telescope scheduled for launch in 2014.  From the L2 Lagrange point, JWST will peer 
through dusty clouds to see stars forming planetary systems.  JWST’s infrared capabilities will allow astronomers to 
investigate how galaxies were formed a few hundred million years after the Big Bang; the light from the youngest 
galaxies and stars are seen in the infrared due to the expansion of the universe.   
 
JWST consists of an Optical Telescope Element (OTE) that sends light to the Integrated Science Instrument Module 
(ISIM).  The OTE is a three-mirror anastigmat, with a 6.5-meter-diameter primary mirror comprised of 18 individual 
hexagonal segments.  The ISIM consists of 5 science instruments (SIs) that make measurements with different 
portions of the JWST field of view.  The 5 SIs are the Near InfraRed Camera (NIRCam), the Near InfraRed 
Spectrograph (NIRSpec), the Mid-InfraRed Instrument (MIRI), the Fine Guidance Sensor (FGS), and the Fine 
Guidance Sensor Tunable Filter (TFI) Camera. [1,2,3] 
 
Image-based wavefront sensing (phase retrieval) is the primary method for verifying the SIs, system-level ground 
testing and integration, and for on-orbit commissioning. [4,5]  Each SI, when applicable, will be tested using 
through focus measurements. [6, 7] Furthermore, phase retrieval will be a critical piece of ground calibration for the 
integration of each SI into ISIM, when tested at GSFC, [8] and then later when ISIM is integrated with the OTE and 
spacecraft at JSC. [9] Finally, phase retrieval will be used on-orbit in multiple steps of the Wavefront Sensing and 
Control Commissioning process and Wavefront Monitoring & Maintenance. [10,11]  During each stage of the 
project, it becomes increasingly more important to achieve near real-time performance of the phase-retrieval results 
due to the increasing cost and complexity of each test. 

 
2. ALGORITHM OVERVIEW 

 
Phase retrieval is an image-based wavefront-sensing approach that recovers the wavefront of the light exiting an 
optical system.  Phase retrieval uses measurements of the irradiance images measured at the detector plane and when 
possible a model prediction or measurement of the irradiance profile in exit pupil.  There are numerous approaches 
to the phase-retrieval problem [12], but for this paper we will focus on an iterative-transform Misell-Gerchberg-
Saxton (MGS) like algorithm. [13] Furthermore, the core of the iterative-transform algorithm adds an adaptive 
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Fourier kernel using the Hybrid Diversity Algorithm (HDA).  HDA extends the dynamic range of a traditional MGS 
and addresses non-common path terms associated with each image. Additional details of HDA are found elsewhere. 
[14] In addition to HDA, we are using the Variable Sampling Mapping (VSM) algorithm to address the stability and 
convergence of an iterative-transform phase-retrieval algorithm for challenging scenarios, such as under-sampled, 
broadband, known extended-objects, or near in-focus images.  VSM was developed to address these cases 
specifically that arose in the JWST SIs other than NIRCam.  Additional details and the verification of VSM are 
found elsewhere. [15] 
 
In addition to recovery of the exit pupil wavefront, GSFC has developed an architecture that integrates our suite of 
algorithms for recovering various optical parameters.  This architecture is referred to as VYBRANT, and a basic 
block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.  Details of VYBRANT will be discussed at a later date, but briefly it is comprised 
of four algorithms; a plate scale or the image sampling recovery algorithm [16], a phase-retrieval algorithm as 
discussed above as HDA-VSM or elsewhere [12], a jitter or extended object recovery algorithm [17], and a pupil 
amplitude recovery algorithm. [6]  The approach in VYBRANT builds upon a bootstrapping method as shown by 
example in earlier work. [18]  Furthermore, VYBRANT is structured with well defined and generic interfaces 
between each block in Fig. 1, which allows each block to be replaced with an alternate algorithm during 
convergence.  This allows the bootstrapping process to increase the fidelity of a model or algorithm during the 
recovery, which can then be fine-tuned to optimize run-time performance. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Simplified functional block diagram for VYBRANT 

 
Independent of the exact algorithm chosen for each step, for most cases related to JWST, majority of the execution 
time for VYBRANT is in the recover pupil phase block in Fig. 1. This is true even for situations where the fidelity 
of the model or algorithm complexity is increasing during the recovery process. The pupil phase recovery step 
requires several orders of magnitude more calls to a two-dimensional fast Fourier Transform (2-D FFT) algorithm 
then the other blocks.  The majority of the research in this paper outlines how to improve the performance for a 2-D 
FFT while continuing to maintain high-speed interfaces between the various components of VYBRANT.  This in 
turn, will improve the over-all performance of VYBRANT to address the needs for JWST. 
 

3. COMPUTATIONAL ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW 
 
Prior to the development of VYBRANT and VSM, GSFC developed a high-speed performance system of our phase-
retrieval algorithms using high-end Digital Signal Processors (DSPs). [19]  The DSPs architecture achieved a 
performance increase of 730x over current state-of-the-art CPUs in a similar footprint and power requirement. The 
biggest drawback for the DSPs was the turn-around time between algorithm development in MATLAB and code 
transported to the DSPs.  Furthermore, the DSP have commercially-off-the-shelf (COTS) libraries for the 2-D FFT 
but they are constrained to powers-of-two matrix sizes.  For phase retrieval on data with narrow-band illumination 
or when making the narrow-band illumination assumption on polychromatic data, it is possible to repose the phase-
retrieval problem such that a power-of-two 2-D FFT can be utilized.  Yet for broadband light, when using VSM it is 
non-trivial to constrain the problem to only use power-of-two sized matrices for the 2-D FFT. [15,20] 
 
To address the need for a high-speed performance of VYBRANT there were several goals building upon the lessons 
learned from earlier work: 

1. Minimize the turn-around time from algorithm development to a high-speed implementation. 
2. Perform high-speed phase retrieval for a single realization or data set. 
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3. Analyze multiple phase retrievals for measured data sets simultaneously or simulate realizations for 
integrated modeling exercises or faster monte-carlo experiments. 

4. Allow the flexibility for multiple users, with dedicated hardware for analysis. 
Although goals 2 and 3 are closely related, there is a distinct difference.  One can think of this as bandwidth versus 
latency.  Goal 2 is to minimize the latency for a single realization, or the time between phase retrievals on individual 
data sets.  Goal 3 is to have a high-bandwidth solution for many realizations including both real and simulated data. 
 
To address these goals, we’ve developed an eight-node homogenous cluster consisting of COTS components.  Each 
node consists of a quad-core hyper-threaded CPU (8 threads per CPU), an NVIDIA GTX GPU, the maximum 
amount of RAM available at the time of purchase, and a small hard-drive for the operating system and software.  In 
Fig. 2, we show the construction of the cluster.  The head-node is a Mac Pro, and provides an interface to the outside 
world and multiple users, as shown in Fig. 3. 
 

 
 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 2: Overview of the construction of the computational cluster; (a) building one of the nodes, (b) installing the 
software onto one of the nodes, (c) the fully functional cluster. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Architecture of the computational cluster. 
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4. CURRENT PERFORMANCE 
 
To address the needs outlined in section 3, we chose to focus on COTS hardware and software components.  One of 
the fastest growing industries in high-speed scientific computing is the use of the GPU, [21] and our findings 
support the motivation of using the GPU as a scientific computational engine.  To address the need for a faster 2-D 
FFT, we present results for run-time performance of the CPU and the GPU in Fig. 4(a).  For both systems, we are 
using MATLAB [22], which uses for the CPU, the FFTW, the fastest non-platform specific FFT engine that is 
publicly available. [23] For the GPU, we are using Jacket, an AccelerEyes product [24] which specifically helps 
address the first goal above by providing a MATLAB interface to the GPU. We focus on the non-power-of-two 
cases to address the broadband illumination problem.  This is of interest for several reasons.  As shown in Fig. 4(b), 
the GPU is not always significantly faster than the CPU, but on average is 16.1x faster. This is because the run-time 
performance of the 2-D FFT is related to the balance of two things; the computational steps of performing the 1-D 
FFT on each row and column, and the matrix transpose.  The tiered memory architecture found in a modern CPU or 
GPU uses data and instruction locality to increase performance.  The matrix transpose performs optimally for 
numbers with large prime factors, which decreases the number of cache-misses, while the computational step 
performs optimally for numbers with small prime factors, which decreases computational complexity.  It is the 
balance of these two constraints which causes the CPU-to-GPU speed-up to have a large variance for all matrix 
sizes.  In practice, for broadband illumination problems we have found that hand-tuning the right matrix sizes can 
account for a speedup of 86x faster.  This comes from hand-picking the best CPU and GPU times over the given 
range of matrix sizes, while adequately sampling the spectrum (or all matrix sizes). The fastest speedup occurs for 
the 1024 matrix size, which is 103x faster.   
 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 4: A comparison of the 2-D FFT for various square matrix sizes, (a) normalized run-time performance for a 
CPU(red) and GPU (green), and (b) the speed-up from the CPU to the GPU. 

 
 

For Fig. 4, we looked at the performance of a single CPU with one thread, and a single GPU.  Now, we will consider 
the problem where the CPU can execute multiple threads, thus dividing the total number of 2-D FFTs among the 
threads.  Recall, that we have a quad-core CPU with hyper-threading, which means in theory 8 threads can be 
executed in parallel.  In Fig. 5(a), we show the normalized run-time performance for executing a fixed number of 
1000 2-D FFTs on a single CPU, while increasing the number of Nt threads.  Additionally, we plot the ideal run-
time performance, which is based on the ideal 1/Nt curve.  The actual run-time and ideal run-time track closely until 
the number of threads is 4, at which point adding more threads provides negligible speed improvement.  This is 
somewhat expected, although one might anticipate an additional improvement up to 8 threads. Additionally, in Fig. 
5(b), we show the normalized run-time performance for using 4 threads per node, for all 8 nodes in the cluster.  This 
produces results very close to the ideal run-time, because it is optimally distributed. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 5: Normalized run-time performance for the cluster using Nt threads to perform 1000 2-D FFTs on a 1024 
square matrix: (a) using a single physical node, and Nt threads, and (b) using all 8 nodes with 4 threads per node. 

 
For the final results, we present the performance for using VYRBRANT running on a single workstation, versus 
running on the computational cluster using the GPUs and CPUs.  We will consider two cases that are applicable for 
the JWST testing requirements: (1) a near ideal case, where the parameters of the optical system under test are well 
calibrated and known at the start of the test with-in their error bars at the start of the test, and (2) a pathological case, 
where the unknowns in the optical system exceed their predicted error bars.  The first case is applicable for the 
quick-look assessment during a JWST test.  The second case is applicable for diagnosing problems seen during the 
test or commissioning. Furthermore, each case when running on the cluster can be broken down into sub-cases:  (a) 
where the intermediate results are displayed on the screen during the retrieval, and (b) where the cluster does not 
display intermediate results, and focuses purely on achieving the final answer.  The sub-cases (a) and (b) are a trade 
between speed and useful diagnostics. 
 
For case (1), we consider a simulation where the plate scale, pupil amplitude, and extended object are known to a 
tolerable level. Thus, VYBRANT is calling the recover pupil phase only. In this case, the speedup from the 
workstation to the computational cluster is 33.7 for (a) and 54.7 for (b).  In case (2), VYBRANT is using the 
bootstrapping process to increase the knowledge of the various optical parameters. In the scenarios where plate-scale 
changes inside of VYBRANT, it is difficult to anticipate the matrix size for the 2-D FFT.  This can cause some 
performance degradation.  For this case, the speedup is 12.8 for (a) 13.6 for (b).  In both cases, the computational 
cluster and the workstation results agree to with-in the numerical precision of the machine. 
  

 Workstation Only 
 

Cluster (CPU & GPU) 
display intermediate 

results (a) 

Cluster (CPU & GPU) do 
not display intermediate 

results (b) 
(1) Idea case, with all optical 
parameters within tolerances 52.9 1.57 0.96 

(2) Pathological case, with optical 
parameters outside of tolerances 100 7.84 7.33 

Table 1: Normalized run-time for VYBRANT: normalized such that case (2) on the workstation is 100 units of time. 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
In conclusion, we have shown a significant performance increase using the computational cluster to meet the timing 
demands for JWST.  Of interest to users outside of JWST, we explored the performance increase when using a GPU 
for the 2-D FFT when using non-power-of-two matrix size.  Furthermore, we showed that using COTS libraries and 
hardware can provide a speedup of ~100x for the 2-D FFT, and a speedup of ~55x in practice for a complicated 
algorithm. 
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